
Philatelic Tools  
What stamp collectors use to 	


safely handle and identify stamps 



The stamp catalogue: 
a basic philatelic tool*  

* Tool: Anything used as a means of accomplishing a task or purpose. Ergo, a stamp catalogue, used for 
the purpose of identifying and evaluating stamps, is a tool.



The Unitrade 
Specialized 

Catalogue of 
Canadian 

Stamps: 	

the “Gold 

Standard” of 
Canadian stamp 

collecting. 



In North America,  
the Scott Standard Postage 

Stamp Catalogue is king.  

In the rest of  
the English-speaking  

world, Stanley-Gibbons 
catalogues, published  

in Great Britain, are more 
common.



A brief introduction  
to the  

1840-1940 
Scott Classic 
Specialized  
Catalogue



Detail of first page from 
the Scott Classic 

catalogue listing for 
Canada



Understanding  
Scott catalogue  

listings



au

We philatelists need lots of things. We 
need stamp tongs and 	

stamp catalogues. Perf 	

gauges and watermark 	

detectors. Trimmers 	

and UV lamps and 	

magnifying glasses. 	

We can live without 	

some of these things 	

if we have to, but one 	

thing we can’t live without is LIGHT!



au

The sunlight of mid-day is best, but 
unreliable and often doesn’t work 

with our schedule. 



The colour 
temperature of light 

can affect the way 
we see color. 	


Under incandescent 
lamps, these Small 

Queens would appear 
to be reddish orange 

rather than their true  
orange.	


Choose your “stamp 
lighting” carefully. Full-
spectrum lamps mimic 

sunlight and are best 
for revealing true 

stamp colours.

The Colour of Light



au

See

the

Light!



And you need to 

things!

magn i fy



Sometimes you want both light and 
magnification… 

This circular, fluorescent lamp 

clamps to a table edge and 

incorporates a large magnifying 

glass.



Traditional 
magnifying 

glasses



 
Two pocket magnifying glasses



A 10X loupe*

* La loupe is French for magnifying glass



Another 
loupe

And a loupe 
with a light:



Text
Linen testers  



A 30-power pocket microscope*

* About 30 years old 
and no longer 

produced.     xxx



Eyeglass magnifiers



A digital microscope 



A computer plus a flatbed scanner plus a 
stamp equals … 

+ =+



…a big image of the stamp!



Even greater detail:



And still 
greater:



And 
greater 

still:



Many types of 
scanners are 

available. Here’s one 
to put in a (big) 

pocket … 



Back to light 	

(of another kind):	


ULTRAVIOLET (UV) LIGHT



Ultraviolet light consists of electromagnetic waves with 
frequencies higher than those of the colour violet, and 
invisible to humans. UV lamps cause fluorescent materials to 
glow with visible light.!
Stamp collectors use UV lamps to 
identify paper types, to identify look-
alike stamps through tagging, and to 
see secret marks and evidence of 
forgery. !
Stamps of some countries require long-
wave stamps to reveal fluorescent dies; 
others require short-wave lamps. Some 
lamps can switch between short- and long-
wave modes.

Ultraviolet lamps and the stamp collector



Ultraviolet lamps and the stamp collector

Long-wave UV lamps detect fluorescence in the spectrum of long-
wave UV light with maximum radiation at 366 nm. Suitable for the 
modern stamps of Canada as well as the stamps of France, Mexico, 
Portugal and China.	


!

As seen under normal daylight As seen under long-wave UV light



Ultraviolet lamps and the stamp collector

Three Canadian definitive stamps, each with a different form of 
taggant revealed by long-wave UV light.	


!

* General OP-4 taggant easily migrates through paper and 
will contaminate other stamps it comes in contact with.

*
Under normal light



Ultraviolet lamps and the stamp collector

Short-wave UV lamps detect fluorescence in the short-wave 
spectrum of ultraviolet light with maximum radiation at 256 nm. 
Suitable for Great Britain, Israel and the United States.	

!

Great Britain “Machin” definitives as  
seen under normal daylight conditions ☚

Great Britain “Machin” definitives as seen 
under short-wave UV light, showing 

taggant bars used to orient envelopes in 
facer-canceller machines. (Note: these 

images show simulated views of the 
stamps’ tagging.

☚



Text
Keep  
your  

dirty paws 
off 

my stamps!
* 
!

*Please use tongs



Text



Tongs for every taste



Lethal tongs



Tools that cut *

* Not stamps, but images for use in albums and 
exhibits, stamp mounts, etc.



You can use scissors,  
but why would you?*

* If you do, never run with them.



Scissors won’t work  
with plastic stamp mounts, 
but this 
small guillotine 
cutter does.



About  
watermark 

Identification



Watermark : a 
design, letter or 

word impressed in 
the paper during 
the manufacture 

of the paper; 
when found on a 

stamp is very 
helpful for 

identification 
purposes



Method: 

The 12pf stamp on 
the left was only 

issued in deep 
orange in 1932. The 
3pf bistre stamp on 
the right was issued  
in 1933 and again in 

1934, with a 
different 

watermark. Which 
issue is represented 

by the 3pf stamp? 

Select stamps to check for watermarks. These pre-WWII German stamps 
picture Paul von Hindenburg, second president of Germany (1925-1934), and 
unloved by Hitler, who became chancellor in 1933.



Turn stamps face down  
in watermark tray.



Ensure that 
you have 

good 
ventilation. 

!
Add enough 

lighter fluid (or 
proprietary 

watermark fluid) 
to cover stamps.



Voila! 



The watermark of the 12pf stamp on the left (#126, 
“Network,”) proves what we already knew, that it is 
Scott #393, issued in 1932. The stamp on the right, 
with Wmk. 237, “Swastikas,” identifies it as Scott 
416, issued in 1934. 

It would be interesting to know if Hindenberg, who deplored 
Hitler, was ever aware of the change in watermark.



Two watermark detectors



* The small holes punched between stamps to allow separation. Identical-
appearing stamps can actually be considered different stamps if they have 
differing perforation measurements. Perf. measurements are determined by 
counting the number of holes in 2 cm.

About checking 

perforations*



Common perforation gauges



Method: 
Place stamp on a 

dark surface.



Place perforation gauge over stamp, aligning the 
converging lines with the centre of perforation teeth. The 
measurement is shown in increments of 1/10th perforation 
on the right side of the gauge.



Careful measurement shows that this Philippines 
stamp measures perf. 11.1.



An electronic perforation reader, 	

the “Perfotronic”



Almost the 	


END	




A colour chart

To assist in identification of stamps with subtly different shades, some 
collectors use colour charts. Most collectors consider them a waste of 
money. Some collectors create their own reference collections with 
which to compare new stamps. 



The	


END	

Really! 


